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Principal Structural Engineer$110,000 - $160,000 + Quarterly Bonus + Subsidised Health +

401k + Other BenefitsFlorida (open to different locations)Fantastic opportunity for a Principal

Structural Engineer looking to join a globally renowned business offering an autonomous

position with great earning potential where you will lead the technical director and

architecture of projects.On offer is the chance to take the next step in your career and work with

the world-leader in their industry, in a role where you can shape the future success of the

business and your own career.This company boasts a rich heritage spanning generations,

commanding a robust presence across strategic locations in Canada, the US, and the UK.

Renowned for their expertise across diverse industries, they excel in fields such as solutions for

infrastructure and construction environments. They play a huge role globally, and due to their

further expansion and growth, they are looking for a Principal Structural Engineer to lead the

business through an exciting phase.In this position, you'll lead projects encompassing low-

to-high rise condominium structures, parking garages, multi-family dwellings, mixed-use

developments, and commercial offices. Your role will entail substantial involvement in all

project phases, including initial planning, design, management, and ultimate delivery.This

offers a remarkable opportunity for those eager to advance their careers. You'll be part of a

rapidly growing organization, with abundant prospects for career progression. Leading

dynamic global projects, you'll find ample room to develop professionally while enjoying

the stability and rewards of a lucrative salary package.The role:Lead the technical direction

and architecture of projects.Design, develop, and maintain scalable, reliable, and high-

performance software solutions.Collaborate with cross-functional teams to translate business
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requirements into technical solutions.The person:Minimum bachelor's degree in civil,

structural engineering or architecture.Professional Engineering license, P.E. required.Valid

driver's licenseSkills - Candidates must possess previous experience in Principle Structural

Engineering, demonstrated proficiency in leading teams and managing project.To apply for

this role or to be considered for further roles, please click Apply Now or contact Abdul Javed at

Rise Technical Recruitment.Rise Technical Recruitment Ltd acts an employment agency for

permanent roles and an employment business for temporary roles.The salary advertised is

the bracket available for this position. The actual salary paid will be dependent on your level of

experience, qualifications and skill set. We are an equal opportunities employer and

welcome applications from all suitable candidates.
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